
Introduction

I'm Moaaz from Egypt,  I'm IT Billing Operations Supervisor in TE Data, the largest Internet service provider in Egypt.
I use hearing aids devices from 30 years. My age is 33 years now.

I was researching for many years about Hearing Aids that have the required technologies to enhance the hearing 
experience in business meeting, mobile calls, listening to the recorded lectures ,...etc.

I studied all the products of many hearing aids manufactures, compared the fitting of each model with my hearing scale. 
Then I studied the wireless solutions provided by them, to see which of them is fitting my business needs.
One of these manufactures was Starkey, and I found that WI series + SurfLink Mobile would be suffice.

The first Transact:

As per friend recommendation, a friend who know Mr. Saeed Awad, the founder of Al Masa Medical, which has just 
became affiliate partner to Starkey in Egypt , I contacted Mr. Saeed, he was very welcomed, and he introduced Mr. 
Mohamed Hemdan to me.
At first, they informed me that this solution is not in their current product, and they would make an ad hoc order 
request special for me.

Testing the solution:

I asked to test this suggested solution before final decision because its high price. Also regarding the ad hoc request, I 
requested to make the order as soon as possible to be ready once I decided to take this solution, and the black color is 
the preferred one, not the silver.

Mr. Saeed agreed to provide me devices which were already in their office for testing purpose, until the order request 
become fulfilled.

 Non sealed 2 silver WI RIC 312, the paints of each of them were peeled in some points, and the receiver power is 
slightly lower than my fitting requirements.

 Non sealed SurfLink Mobile device.

So from July 2013, I received the following:  

Fitting devices Experience:

As there is no Audiologist resources in Al Masa, just Salesmen, and as they don't have room prepared for fitting purpose, 
the fitting experience was very bad. They just know the advantages of devices for sales purpose. After around 5 months 
of fitting visits, I don't get benefit from most of these advantages due to their no experience in fitting. 

However, the benefit of SurfLink Mobile was very positive in my business live.

Buying Decision:

I asked about the status of order request that finally buy, but they informed that they couldn’t know exactly when I can 
receive it, and may take more months.
So we agree to continue using the current devices (testing purpose devices) until they received the order.
I accepted this workaround because it's advertised that they are durable and its highest technology used drive to better 
hearing  experience.

Sales Experience:

Although these devices are very expensive, Mr. Saeed discounted the prices which finally became 29000 LE, i.e. around 
$4100.
The payment was in installments until the reception of the order. However, although I paid all installments before end of 
August 2013, but I don’t get the new black hearing aids until moment.
So what I had got were Non sealed silver hearing aids, Non sealed  surflink mobile. No cleaning tools, and just 2 packs of 
battery which have been consumed within 2 weeks.

Solution Performance and durability:
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Solution Performance and durability:

1- During period from August 2013 to December 2013, I was suffering from suddenly Mute like in Microphone power 
in both aids, but I can hear using the mice of Surflink mobile. I travelled many times to them to resolve the 
problem, I found no justification for this defect. But I noticed that they were removing the door of mice, then 
replace it again many times, then the mice is returned to work.

2- Regarding the above point, after many non useful fixing visits during these months, I found that removing the door 
of mice in the left aid give me the best sound, but in the right side, I found that the aid is totally not working if this 
door is removed. So I had to just remove the microphone door of right side device for a while then re -installing it. 
Regarding the left side device, I had to remove the microphone door all the time.

3- At December 2013, the right side device became not responding at all. At this visit, they informed me that receiver 
is not working and need to be replaced with new one. Thus, I requested to install the receiver with the power gain 
which is needed for me in both hearing aids. At first, they was requesting to sell these spare parts as they claimed 
that these are out of warranty, but politely I reminded them that I already waiting the ad hoc order and these 
receiver should be for me from beginning. They then installed the receivers. However, no information about the 
order request.

4- I asked many times that I need to get the cleaning tools, but they informed me that Starkey didn't give them these 
tools to buy to the customers.
At November 2014, Screen of SurfLink became white and didn't show any thing, Hemdan told me that they don’t 
have the authority and fixing tools to fix this device, and it should be sent to Starkey factory in USA. The initial cost 
will not be less than $120, plus any added costs from the factory. As per my previous experience in the touch 
screens, I already knew that even replacing the screen will not cost $10 by any means. So I wondered $120 is for 
what?, the answer was $120 is for extending the warranty for 1 year, and $140 is for extending the warranty for 2 
years!!!. However, after my calling with Mr Saeed, they agreed that they will send the SurfLink  without charging 
cost, and I will not pay the warranty fees, which is already useless in Starkey affiliate in Egypt. Until moment, the 
SurfLink is still here.

5-

At the end of November 2014, the right side hearing device is suddnly not working again. I travelled to them at 3 
December 2014, they requested to let this hearing device to check up and will answer me next day because 
Hemdan, the only resource can check up, is not available. I called him to ensure his acknowledgment of device 
delivery to fix it as soon as possible, he confirmed.

6-

As I didn’t get any feedback from Hemdan next day, I called him at 4 December 2014 7:30 PM, he apologized as he 
was absent and he will check up and call me next Saturday 6 December.

7-

8- At 6 December 2014, he called me and informed that the device is not working and he couldn’t know what is the 
root cause. He will send an Email to Starkey and waiting their feedback.

9- As No response until 8 December 2014, I called again, he replied that Starkey is at their weekend, and there is no 
support before Monday around 4 PM in Egypt time.

10- Finally, he answered at next Wednesday 10 December 2014, that the device should be sent to Starkey also, and 
the cost will be 3000 LE, around $400!!!.

Door of the microphone of the Hearing aid devices are usually muting the microphone, so no hearing can be 
achieved unless repeating removing these doors, and reinstalling it many times.

a.

SurfLink mobile stopped working suddenly after self-proper using for 14 months.b.
The Right Hearing aid device stopped working suddenly after proper using for 14 months also.c.

Starkey products are not durable: 1-

2-
No Experience in fitting hearing devices generally .a.

Weak knowledge in fitting the new technology introduced in the WI Series specifically.b.

They don’t have well prepared room for fitting purpose, which resulting bad fitting results.c.

No Experience in identifying the root cause of defects occurred.d.

They have no authority to repair the devices by them, instead, they send the devices to Starkey in USA to 
repair.

e.

Starkey representatives in Egypt have no Audiology devices experience or resources:

3-
Starkey representatives sites are not in the town center, hence we have to travel more than 70 KM through 
crowded roads, which is very painful.

a.

Although I communicated that there are very negative impact on my business work, No care about these 
losses, moreover, I have to pay huge amounts for repairing bugs found on these devices!!.

b.

Starkey doesn’t provide their representatives the supportive tools that should be provided for any customer 
for free with their product, like cleaning tools for example.

c.

Starkey doesn’t facilitate to their representatives delivering the required products within the required time 
needed by the customer.

d.

Starkey doesn’t facilitate to their representatives repairing the devices in their places instead of sending it to 
USA to save the customer’s time.

e.

Starkey doesn’t care about the customer needs in the duration of maintenance and repairing, and doesn’t 
provide an alternative devices during repairing period.

f.

The hearing devices are not optional for us like cars and Household Appliances, so the warranty type should 
be absolute satisfaction warranty.

g.

Starkey doesn’t care about their customers, and therefore, their Representatives in Egypt also:

Conclusion:

Ensure delivering the full system immediately and ensure its durability with absolute satisfaction warranty.1-
The full system should include alternative devices to be used during periodic maintenance.2-
Enable us as customers to easily delivering the devices for maintenance.3-
Ensure installing proper fitting room to enhance fitting hearing devices experience.4-
Ensure availability of Experienced Audiologist specialist resources.5-

Required actions:
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